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Velister Ltd, the commercial Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting Network
Operator in the Republic of Cyprus, relies on ENENSYS products for
SFN synchronization of their commercial DVB-T network.
ENENSYS Technologies brings Velister Ltd a unique and complete range of SFN
products that removes all points of failure in their SFN DTT transmission network,
while ensuring a flawless content distribution.
ENENSYS’ end-to-end SFN solution is built around a high grade MIP inserter, which offers
seamless switch-over thanks to the SFNguard technology. On each transmission site, the
SynFoNizer, ENENSYS' redundant SFN distribution paths solution, guarantees seamless SFN
switch between Velister microwave and Fiber Optic distribution networks.
"We are very proud to contribute to Velister DTT deployment in Cyprus with our DVB-T SFN
solution” said Richard Lhermitte, VP Sales and Marketing at ENENSYS. He added “Building on
the numerous references of ENENSYS in SFN delivery systems, and thanks to our local partner
J&D dynamic Enterprises Ltd, we have been pleased to bring Velister our know-how to build
this ambitious Digital Television deployment that accomplished the Cyprus Analog Switch Off.”
“In our project, timing was of vast importance and Enensys provided us with all experience
required to build and operate our network and be able to offer great quality of service to our
customers from day 1. We would like to thank Enensys for their continued support” said
Nestoras Nestorides, General Manager at Velister.
About ENENSYS Technologies SA
ENENSYS Technologies has years of experience in the design and manufacturing of Digital TV transmission systems.
Offer ranges from Mobile TV, Digital Terrestrial TV, IP Distribution to Test & Monitoring solutions, with high grade
services and trainings. Covered standards include DVB-H, T-DMB, DVB-T, DVB-T2, DTMB, Digital Cable, ...
ENENSYS has over 200 customers in 50 countries. Customers are Broadcast & Network Operators, Telcos, Chipset
Vendors, Receivers Manufacturers and Global System Integrators.
For more information, please visit www.enensys.com
About Velister Ltd
Velister Ltd is a private company duly registered in the Republic of Cyprus that was recently awarded a 15 year license
by the Office of the Commissioner for Telecommunications and Postal regulation as well as the Department of
Electronic Communications of the Ministry of Communications and Works, to implement and operate the commercial
DVB-T Network in Cyprus, following a spectrum auction process by the Cyprus Government.
The company is therefore a licensed Electronic Communications Operator in Cyprus to offer Electronic Communication
Services through its cutting edge Digital Video Broadcasting Terrestrial Network. Initially the company facilitated the
transition of the Republic of Cyprus to the Digital Terrestrial TV age by the 1st July 2011 and the subsequent
termination of all Analogue Broadcasting. Following a very successful Analog Switch-Off the company plans to offer
new services and add more channels on its platform.

